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Matrix Energetics® Magic Intensive + (DTY)  

Dr. Richard Bartlett and  
Melissa Joy Jonsson 
Co-Instructors

 
Seattle Matrix Energetics® Magic Intensive (2 Days) December 4-5, 2017 + BRAND NEW  
Distinctions Through The Years (2 Evenings) December 3-4, 2017
Magic Intensive explores the powerful field of consciousness potential and further expands upon the 
fundamental Matrix Energetics skill-sets taught at the Fundamentals seminar. This course is focused 
on the art and science of creation, realization and manifestation, and effectively takes individuals into 
the realms of intensified personal empowerment. From this continually expanding place of heart-cen-
tered being, students gain a greater mastery of magical living, healing, manifestation, and personal 
transformation.  
 
Distinctions Through The Years will be based on the most popular questions asked in ME seminars, 
and address the most common challenges students tend to encounter. Come discover how questions 
and challenges evolved into distinctions and opportunities for both Richard and Melissa Joy. 

Current Tuition Information: 
Early Bird Tuition Rate Available 
Through 11/10/17 

December 3-5, 2017  
(2 Days + 2 Evenings)
Tuition: $675.00 
Tuition After 11/10/17: $725.00
 
 
There is no free introductory Friday 
evening for this seminar. Program
will be covered in entirety during  
this 2-day + 2 evening course.
 
 

Matrix Energetics® Magic
Intensive + Distinctions 
Through The Years (DTY)   
Seattle, Washington
December 3-5, 2017

Questions? Email us at: info@i-hrt.com or call: 1-800-368-0973

https://www.i-hrt.com/event-detail.php?id=156
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
 
MAGIC 
Creation Realization and Manifestation
Treading the Inner Corridors of Power & Possibility
Magic explores the powerful field of consciousness potential and further expands upon the fundamen-
tal Matrix Energetics skill-sets taught at the Fundamentals seminar. This course is focused on the art 
and science of creation, realization and manifestation, and effectively takes individuals into the realms 
of intensified personal empowerment. From this continually expanding place of heart-centered being, 
students gain a greater mastery of magical living, healing, manifestation and personal transformation. 
Once the dependable state of heart-centered awareness is cultivated in connection with the Unified 
Field, various techniques in the Magic seminar expand upon life-transforming skills that allow for the 
unconscious to become conscious. The theme of the Magic seminar is the development of personal 
responsibility and awareness of self to expand reality beyond previously limiting patterns. From the 
platform of heart-centered awareness, the Magic seminar offers specific techniques for life change, 
many of which derive from a foundation in Western Magical Practices. 
 
 
DISTINCTIONS Through THE YEARS (DTY) 
Come Join Melissa Joy and Richard Bartlett for two Special Sessions where they share “Distinctions 
Through the Years” - a culmination of powerful insights made in the field of Matrix Energetics® over 
the past decade-plus of teaching together globally.

This class will be based on the most popular questions asked in ME seminars, and address the 
most common challenges students tend to encounter. Come discover how questions and challenges 
evolved into distinctions and opportunities for both Richard and Melissa Joy.

‘Distinctions Through The Years’ will be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to gain some of the most pow-
erful and inspiring insights from the teaching team of Richard and Melissa - the unique team that has 
embodied the field of Matrix Energetics® together around the world. 

Come learn what you have always wondered, bring your curiosity and questions, and leave equipped 
with additional practical references to support you in your progressive evolution of Matrix Energet-
ics®.

   
 

This course qualifies toward ME PC certification and maintenance. For complete ME PC maintenance 
requirements please see: 
http://www.matrixenergetics.com/Practitioners.aspx 
 
 

 

Matrix Energetics® Magic Intensive + (DTY)  

http://www.matrixenergetics.com/Practitioners.aspx
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WHERE:
DoubleTree by Hilton Seattle Airport
18740 International Blvd.
Seattle, WA 98188 
 
SCHEDULE:
Distinctions Through The Years (DTY) Schedule:  Sunday & Monday 7:00pm - 9:00pm                                             
Magic Schedule:  Monday & Tuesday 9:00am - 5:30pm    

Sign-in registration, manuals, and badges will be handed out Saturday morning starting at 8:30 am.  
Seminar name badge required at all times 
 
 
HOTEL INFORMATION:
DoubleTree by Hilton Seattle Airport
18740 International Blvd.
Seattle, WA 98188 
For Hotel Website: CLICK HERE 
 
I-HRT Group Rate 
$99.00 per night
Please contact hotel for Tax & Occupancy Rates

Cut Off Date 
Group rate available until November 10, 2017 OR EARLIER if block fills. 
Group rate subject to change and hotel availability after cut off date

Reservation Method
Call our 1-800 number at 1-800-222-TREE (8733) and reference the group code IHR 
Visit your group website at https://aws.passkey.com/go/IHRTMEDecember 

Complimentary Airport Shuttle Service & Internet
Discounted Self-Parking $10/ local & overnight

IF ROOM BLOCK IS FILLED, here are some nearby hotels: 
 

 

 
 
 

Local Attractions
Downtown Seattle & Pike Place Market
Southcenter Mall
Weyerhaeuser Aquatic Center
Mount Rainier National Park
Museum of Glass
Wild Waves Enchanted Village Park 

For complete list and links Click Here 

Matrix Energetics® Magic Intensive + (DTY) 

Questions? Email us at: info@i-hrt.com or call: 1-800-368-0973

Red Lion Hotel Seattle Airport
18220 International Blvd, Seattle, WA 98188
206-246-5535

La Quinta Inn & Suites Seattle Airport
2824 S. 188th St., Seattle, WA 98188
206-241- 5211

Crowne Plaza Seattle Airport
17338 International Blvd. Seattle, WA 98188
206-248-1000

Hilton Seattle Airport 
17620 International Blvd., Seattle, WA 98188
206-244-4600

Coast Gateway Hotel
18415 International Blvd., Seattle, WA 98188
206-248-8200

Hampton Inn & Suites Seattle Airport
18850 28th Ave. S., Seattle, WA 98188
206-244-5044

http://doubletree3.hilton.com/en/hotels/washington/doubletree-by-hilton-hotel-seattle-airport-CTAC-DT/index.html
http://doubletree3.hilton.com/en/hotels/washington/doubletree-by-hilton-hotel-seattle-airport-CTAC-DT/index.html
https://aws.passkey.com/go/IHRTMEDecember
http://doubletree3.hilton.com/en/hotels/washington/doubletree-by-hilton-hotel-seattle-airport-CTAC-DT/attractions/index.html
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Dr. Richard Bartlett, D.C., N.D. 
Developer of Matrix Energetics, Master Energy Dynamics 
and Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems

Dr. Richard Bartlett 
Instructor

Richard Bartlett, D.C., N.D., holds a doctorate in chiropractic from Parker Chiro-
practic College and a degree in naturopathic medicine from Bastyr University of 
Naturopathic Medicine. Dr. Bartlett has been teaching transformational seminars 
around the world to thousands of participants since 2003.

Dr. Bartlett decided to attend chiropractic school after meeting Dr. Jacque Rowe, 
an inspiring and unique chiropractor. While Dr. Bartlett was attending chiropractic 
school his second child was born with bronchitis and asthma and battled fre-
quent bouts of pneumonia. Dr. Bartlett decided he would have to find the answer 
himself and embarked on a path of self-study, eventually learning and practicing 
more than 30 different healing systems. In the course of his studies, Dr. Bartlett 
learned TBM as taught by Dr. Victor Frank, a chiropractor. His son responded to 
this system and was healed. 

After graduating from Parker Chiropractic College in 1987, Dr. Bartlett moved to Montana where he maintained 
a busy practice until 1996. Desiring to expand his practice scope in order to better serve his patient base and 
the increasingly complex clinical cases he was seeing, Dr. Bartlett decided to attend naturopathic school. His 
degree in naturopathic medicine was completed in December of 2000.

In 1996, Dr. Bartlett’s life took a new and surprising turn. While attending Bastyr University of Naturopathic 
Medicine and working full time as a chiropractor, he experienced a life changing event which redirected the 
entire course of his clinical experience. Call it a mystical occurrence, a spiritual vision, outright hallucination, or 
as Dr. Jim Parker called it; the experience of being ‘naturally right’, suddenly the act of lightly touching a patient 
with focused intent created dramatic, often startling changes. Bones would re-align themselves, chronic pain 
patterns would disappear, often with only one brief session; scoliosis curvatures would re-align right before his 
eyes.

As time went on this phenomenon seemed to grow stronger, sometimes each week revealing new and marvel-
ous outcomes. Chronic conditions began to change even though they were often not even a conscious focus 
for the treatment. In addition, people began to report that their emotional states, belief patterns, their very lives 
were mysteriously being transformed. Better yet, these changes appeared to continue over time. His practice, 
always emotionally satisfying; became a profound, and deeply moving day to day experience.

The biggest surprise was yet to come. Much to his astonishment he was able to teach his practice partner, Dr. 
Dunn, how to duplicate his results proving that this ability was not just some special gift, but rather a readily 
teachable system that in a weekend seminar could be learned and the results duplicated by the healing profes-
sional and lay person alike. 

Dr. Bartlett has been teaching transformational seminars around the world to thousands of participants since 
1992 and the feedback is even better than he had hoped for. These paradigms utilize the principles and sci-
ences of Subtle Energy and Quantum Physics, coupled with the incredible power of active imagination and 
focused intent to produce physically verifiable effects that often defy rational explanation. Miracles happen 
every day. Matrix Energetics, Master Energy Dynamics, and Holo-Synchronous Energetic Technology Systems 
provide the technology and scientific framework to allow for their everyday occurrence.

 
Dr. Bartlett is the author of the award-winning Matrix Energetics: The Science and Art of Transformation, The 
Matrix Energetics Experience, The Physics of Miracles (with Melissa Joy Jonsson), and Into the Matrix (with 
Melissa Joy Jonsson). 
 
More Information About Dr. Richard Bartlett:
Affiliated websites: www.matrixenergetics.com, www.i-hrt.com

Matrix Energetics® Magic Intensive + (DTY)  

Questions? Email us at: info@i-hrt.com or call: 1-800-368-0973

http://www.matrixenergetics.com
http://www.i-hrt.com
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Melissa Joy Jonsson 
Instructor

Melissa Joy Jonsson
Author, Speaker, Inspirational Leader
Founder and Instructor of ‘M-Joy’ Seminars 

Melissa Joy Jonsson (M-Joy) is best known for her ability to engage people 
from all over the world to embrace their True Authentic Power by playing in 
the field of the heart. She has a unique perspective on how we are able to 
experience living joyfully and loving completely.

Melissa has been teaching popular life-transformational ME seminars around 
the globe since 2008. In 2014 she launched the ‘M-Joy’ seminar teachings, 
a unifying WE movement in consciousness dedicated to heart-centered 
awareness and practical personal empowerment for everyone. Melissa’s 
teachings are a culmination of her expansive work integrating scientific 
principles and spiritual concepts into practical daily experiences. She provides 
a new language to experience self-love as integrity. 
 
Prior to creating a career she loves, Melissa spent almost fifteen years as an executive in the 
pharmaceutical industry, focused on developing new markets for blockbuster drugs. Melissa 
specialized in the field of Neuroscience and Psychiatry, and also worked in Endocrinology, 
Women’s Health, Rheumatology, and Ophthalmology. 
 
Melissa is the author of the bestselling books The Integrity Effect (March 2017), Little Book of Big 
Potentials: 24 Fields of Flow, Fulfillment, Abundance, and Joy in Everyday Life (July 2015) and M-Joy 
Practically Speaking; Matrix Energetics and Living Your Infinite Potential (March 2014). She is also 
the author of Practical Play the Heart-Centered Way: A Complementary Play Guide to Little Book of 
Big Potentials (January 2016). She co-authored Into the Matrix: Guides, Grace, and The Field of the 
Heart (2013) and The Physics of Miracles: Tapping in to the Field of Consciousness Potential with Dr. 
Richard Bartlett (2010). 

Melissa has a bachelor’s degree in psychology from the University of California at Santa Barbara. 
She attended graduate studies at Pepperdine University’s Graziado School of Business and 
Management.
 
She is sought after as a respected published author and as a frequent guest speaker on global radio 
broadcasts, webinars, and tele-summits. Melissa is well known for her eloquent articulation and 
personal accessibility on both nationally and internationally recognized social media platforms.
 
Melissa Joy is passionate about inspiring every other person to realize his or her True Authentic Self 
(TAS) with practical, creative, and powerful wisdom that she embodies every day. She enjoys long 
runs near the ocean in San Diego, reading, hanging out with friends, and sharing with people the
joyful journey of living their infinite potential.
 

To learn more about M-Joy, please visit: http://www.MJoyHeartField.com/ 
 


